




SOCIALISM
By the Rev. Joseph Rickaby, S. J.

1. THE SORES OF LAZARUS.

The sacred rights of property—yes, but there is some-
thing even more sacred than property, the lives and hap-
piness of mankind. It is an often proved thesis that prop-
erty is an institution natural and necessary ; a comforting
doctrine to persons in easy circumstances. But these argu-
ments for property are not the want of the times. Dives
does not need them, and Lazarus will not heed them, not
at least unless they be accompanied with a recognition of
his grievances and a discourse of remedies for the same.
The sacred duties of property, that is the theme to take
up at present, even in the worldly interest of the propertied
classes themselves. To parody a famous saying, property
now is on its trial. If the existence of Dives is a benefit

to Lazarus according to the order of nature, then well and
good, Dives may be converted, and maintained in his es-

tate; but if his existence is a benefit to no one but himself,

so much the worse for Dives in the time that is coming
on earth.

Let us sit down and count if we can the sores of our
modern Lazarus. His food is insufficient ; he has been
starved from childhood. Short allowance of milk in in-

fancy (two pennyworth a week among five children) ; short
allowance of meat ; food generally innutritions, ill-cooked,

and unwholesome. From bad food has come an unsound
constitution and proneness to disease. His house is a cofiin-

home, close, fetid, deadly to health, and deadly to morality,

by reason of the overcrowding. His work, when he had
any, was unhealthy, done in a tainted atmosphere of dust
and steam and effluvia of all sorts, from early dawn to
sundown. But now he is out of work; he was shut out
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at the shortest notice, because his employer had gotten

hold of a new contrivance that rendered men unneces-
sary, and so he was cast adrift, and he has drifted about
for months, "doing odd jobs,"*from bad to worse, till now
he is within measurable distance of a pauper's grave.

Lazarus can read ; he has had some education ; he can
think; and he does think the division of this world's
goods between himself and Dives desperately unfair; and
in his weakness he growls to his comrades in misery, "We
will right this injustice some day."

2. WHAT IS SOCIALISM?

This means of redress held out to him by the oratory,

poetry, journalism, and organizing power of a very active

propaganda, is a plan called "Socialism." It is one of

those inconvenient names that mean different things to

different people. Socialism carried to an extreme, involves

a transfer, sudden and probably violent, of all capital to

the State, and that apparently without compensation to

the sufferers by the change. There is nothing to prevent
a good Catholic, or any reasonable man, if he sees his way
to it, advocating that the State should pacifically and with
due consideration of vested rights, take up now this form
of capital, now that,—telegraphs, railroads, gas, water,
electric lighting, brewing, baking, building, etc., and mak-
ing it a government or communal monopoly; and it is

difficult to see where the absorption should stop; only let

it be done gradually and justly. But there must be some
limit. I am about to argue that Socialism in its extremest
form, implying the extinction of private capital and pri-

vate commercial enterprise altogether, would be a huge
and intolerable evil, abhorrent alike to the pious Catholic
and to every other rational human being. If this be so,

it follows that there is danger in approaching too near, or
coming on too fast towards this evil state.

3. FURTHER EXPLANATION.

For the rest of this paper, whenever I. speak of Social-
ism, I mean Socialism full-blown, unmitigated and extreme.
It may take many forms ; but as a fair sample, I take the
detads of Laurence Gronlund's Co-operative Common-,
wealth (London, Swan Sonnenschein). I am aware that
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many who style themselves Socialists would repudiate

much of this work. To the extent of that repudiation I

am happy to claim them as friends. But as it is impossible

here to discuss infinite possible amendments, I must beg
leave to confine my remarks to the one original proposal.

That proposal at least is thoroughly Socialistic ; and we
want to enquire what thorough-going Socialism would in-

volve. Socialism thus carried out means a posture of

affairs in which a government of sheer democracy, just

such as was proposed by Jean Jacques Rousseau, keeps in

its own hands the whole of the capital, or producer's

wealth, of the country. The government is purely demo-
cratic. The people having manhood suffrage, make their

own laws by their own direct vote, without Parliament or

Senate, and hold the sovereign power in their own hands
in such a way that all government offices are the people's

creation, and all government officials their nominees and
bailiffs, removable at the will of the people any day they
choose. The people collectively is sole proprietor, not of

all the wealth of the country, but of all the wealth that

may lawfully be employed for producing other wealth by
means of buying and selling, or other contracts. A man
thus may own the house he lives in, the coat upon his

back, the wine in his cellar, even the garden that grows
cabbages for his table ; but he may not hire hands to culti-

vate the garden, and then sell the produce ; he may not
build houses and rent them ; he may not import wine for

the market. The State will be sole landlord, sole manu-
facturer, sole owner of shipping and railroads and all

branches of the carrying trade, sole exploiter of mines, sole

practitioner of medicine (taking fees), sole educator, sole

keeper of wine and spirit vaults, sole merchant, and sole

retail dealer—in a word, sole capitalist. The only way to
wealth for the individual will be his own personal labour;
he will get nothing but the wages of his work. The ut-

most vigilance will be exerted to prevent his capitalizing
his wages

;
they are given him to consume, not to produce

with. He may produce for himself if he can, but not for
the market. Whether he may hoard his wages and leave
them to his family, is not quite settled ; some Socialists
say he may. It will be seen that there is no compulsion
put on any man to work ; but he must either work him-
self, or have worked, or beg, borrow, or steal from some
one who has worked, if he means to live.

Under this system, mental labour will be rewarded as
well as bodily. The work that feeds the imagination and
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ministers to the aesthetic taste will command a price, no
less than the labour which supplies the necessaries of life.

Every one will receive pay who does work useful to the

community, and no one else will receive anything. Skilled

labour will be paid better than unskilled, not in proportion
to the excellence of the work, but in proportion to the time
that the workman, manual or intellectual, may be sup-

posed to have taken in acquiring his skill ; the apprentice-

ship will be counted into the value of the labour. Thus
the value of labour will always be reckoned by time, the

unit of value being the day of a labourer of average skill

and diligence.

It is difficult to formulate proposals which crumble
away in the act of putting them into definite shape and
detail

;
proposals the authors of which prefer to , leave

them vague and general ; or if any one has come forward
with a scheme more detailed than the rest, the others are

sure to protest that they are not answerable for the absurd
details of his addition. Hence the critic of such a Social-

ism has liiany questions to ask, to which he cannot get an-
swers. He is obliged to think what answers are possible,

and follow out each to see what it involves. No working-
dra!wing, so to speak, of Socialism has yet been made by its

architects. And yet some of them are bold enough to cry
out for the demolition, sudden, violent, and total, of the
present edifice of civilization. Before a man consents to

have his house tumbled about his ears, he may well insist

upon inspecting precise and accurate plans of the new pal-

ace into which he is invited to migrate.
The unanswered questions to which I refer appear in a

case like the following: A father and five sons are living

at Yarmouth in the year One of the Socialist Common-
wealth. They have a boat and catch herrings. Are the
herrings public property? Not so long as they serve for

mere domestic consumption
;

they are only consumer's
wealth. But what shall they do with the herrings that
they have more than the family can eat? Cure them of
course, but it is possible to have a superabundance even
of red herrings in a house. May they barter them for
bread, for clothes, even for the wages which other men
get for doing government work? If so, they can afford
to withdraw altogether from the State Co-operative So-
ciety, do no government work, and draw no government
wage, but produce for themselves and exchange products
with the government, thus becoming not a subordinate but
a collateral producer. Many families, and associations of



persons not united by ties of blood, would thus prefer to

live. But are not these private enterprises the disruption

of Socialism, bringing to nought its golden promise, "All
private employments public functions?'*

Again, when our fishermen have prospered in their craft

for some time, they will start another boat, and man it

with hirelings. One day the family boat and the hireling

will go out together. Another day the hireling will go
alone. On the next, the hirelings will man both boats;

the father and the five sons will stay ashore, and lo, the

capitalist. To prevent such an unhappy reversion, it may
be necessary to institute a gild of fishermen, who alone
shall have the monopoly of selling fish. In like manner,
a joiners' gild, a tailors' gild, a shoemakers', a masons',
and so of the rest, even a physicians' and a schoolmasters'
—every trade and every profession to form a gild, and
that gild to have the monopoly in its own sphere. This is

what some Socialists actually propose. This institution

settles a further question as to the disposal of the profits

of labour. There are two kinds of labour, storable and un-
storable, or productive and ministrative. The former is

such labour as making a coat, or writing a book ; book and
coat can be stored up until there is a demand for them.
Ministrative labour is illustrated by a surgeon lancing an
abscess, or teacher, teaching a class. The maker of a
coat, then, will take his article to the gild stores, and
receive his pay thence, if he be one of the fraternity;

otherwise he will not be authorized to make coats, ex-
cept, if he chooses, for his own back. The gild will sell

the coat. The writer of a book will take it to his literary

gild, and they will pay him according to the number of
days which they think it would have taken an ordinary
man amongst their number to have written that work.
But the surgeon and the schoolmaster have no work to
take to their gild: who then shall renumerate them? If

they pocket their fee according to approved modern prac-
tice, they, like the fishermen we spoke of before, will not
be members of the Co-operative Commonwealth. They
will be working on their own account. It appears, there-
fore, that the patient or the pupil must carry his fee to
the gild of physicians, or the gild of preceptors, and the
gild will pay their man for doing so many days' work.
Every gild will manage its own affairs, subject to the

central control of the State—that is, of the whole people
in meeting assembled. The State will fix, from time to
time, a prescribed limit of production for the productive
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gilds ; how many tons of coal shall be raised, how much
wheat grown, how much cloth woven, and the rest. This
the State will be able to do by employing a school of

statisticians, whose forecast will be received with defer-

ence by the people. Sometimes it will be necessary to

order a large transference of workers from one gild to

another. In this system it will be observed that who-
ever buys anything, buys it of the State, that is, of some
gild over which the State has plenary dominion and con-
trol. The State, in like manner, buys all the market-
able labour of the individual. The State, having full power
over the individual, will always have an escape from
bankruptcy by demanding his labour at a lower figure.

For the whole people to form one sovereign legislative

assembly, the State cannot be very large. Nations will

be resolved into myriads of sovereign cities or communes.
These cities may federate together for mutual protection.

Some Socialists, however, are opposed to the idea of fede-

ration, as infringing the liberty of the several component
States. Some indeed go so far as to wish to get rid of

the State itself, as barring the free action of the indi-

vidual. But these are madmen.
Socialism, to be successful, would need to embrace the

civilized world. Otherwise the threatened capitalists

would hasten to transfer their wealth to countries where
private capital was still allowed. It might even be worth
while for some State to stand aloof from the Socialist

movement, thus to grow rich at her neighbors' expense.

No doubt the Socialist world would make war on her;

but one large well-centralized power stands a good chance
in a contest with a legion of petty municipalities, espe-

cially when fed by their malcontents.

Would it be lawful in the Socialist State to agitate for

a reversion to the capitalist system? Mr. Bradlaugh was
told that it would not, and turned away disgusted at the

thought of not being permitted to advocate any change
in the established order of things. Perhaps some Socialist

might have the confidence to reply that the question might
be brought on, but that the majority would be too well

pleased with their existing constitution to dream of retro-

gression. Who so mad as to forswear happiness? But
they will be happy as men can be; so we are told.



4. SOCIALISM A EOMANCE.

Still, man fell from Paradise, and might fall from Social-

ism. And it yet remains to see whether the Socialist

State would be a paradise or a pandemonium, a heaven
or a hell on earth. That will depend largely—chiefly,

perhaps—on the spirit in which it is worked. But we
must consider whether the institutions are such as, taking

man as he is, are likely to be worked in a good spirit. The
first advances of State Socialism were made more than

two thousand years ago. They were confronted by one
of the keenest practical intellects that ever lived, with this

emphatic condemnation

:

"This style of legislation wears a good face and an
air of philanthropy. No sooner is it heard than it is

eagerly embraced, under the expectation of a marvellous
love to grow out from it between man and man, espe-

cially if the proposer goes on to inveigh against the evils

of existing institutions, setting all down to the want of a

community of goods. These evils, however, are due, not

to the want of a community of property, but to the de-

pravity of human nature. For experience teaches that

disputes are far more likely to occur among people who
possess property in common and live as partners, than
among those who hold their estates in separate tenure.

The life proposed appears to be altogether impossible."

There are a great many minds who are unable to with-

stand a brilliant picture set before their imagination. Their
intellect is fascinated, their reason dazzled : they take what
is set before them without argument, and hold it in spite

of argument; it is so airy, so romantic, it must be true.

Socialism has made way under this advantage: it is a
charming Utopia on paper. Another thing in its favor is

the undeniable wretchedness and inhumanity of the capi-

talist system in its present working. A third point is this

:

Socialism is but an exaggerated estimate of a force that is

destined to alter, very much for the better, the whole face

of the commercial world, the force of co-operation. Now
there is no more foolish principle to go upon in either
politics or morals than this, that because a thing is good,
any amount of it must be good. We may have too much
!>f a good thing. Socialism gives us a great deal too
much of co-operation, as I hope to prove.
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5. POIITICAI DIFFICULTIES OF SOCIALISM.

The first difficulty about the scheme is a political one.
Pure unmitigated democracy is to Socialism the very
breath of its nostrils: for if the State owned all capital,

and privileged classes ruled the State, where would the
workman be? But pure democracy is a very hard gov-
ernment to work. There is no instance in history of its

working over a large area and for a long period of time.

But the area of government duties in the Socialist State
would be very large indeed. Not only would it include
all the functions of government proper, as at present car-

ried on, but likewise the supreme management of busi-

ness throughout the country. To be sure, those functions
v/ould be simplified by the absence of competition, but
even in their simplest form the administrative duties would
be enormous. The State might have armies of clerks to

work for it : moreover, the several gilds, as proposed above,
might each conduct their own affairs ; but there would
always

. remain .the appeal to the general assembly, an
appeal that would be made continually. The assembly,
unless it were willing that the government should pass
into bureaucracy and oligarchy, would exercise an active

and meddlesome supervision over the gilds and their offi-

cers. It would be a body huge and unwieldy, established
on the principle of a vote for every man, and every man
one vote. Obstruction would flourish there rank and
impassable, like the growth of an Indian jungle. The
labour of legislation would supplant the labour of produc-
tion. The people would be voting supplies when they
should be working for them. To "run," as the Americans
phrase it, the Social Democracy, there ought to be, as
there was at Athens and at Rome, one set of men to work
as slaves, and another set to legislate and adjudicate as
citizens. Thus only would there be shoulders broad enough
to bear the immense burden of sovereign and proprietary
right combined, which Socialists wish to devolve upon
the sovereign people.

We are told in reply that the General Assembly, in

Socialist times to come, will consist of people so highly
educated, so wise to discern their own best good in the
good of the commonwealth, so very unlike all people
within our experience, the British House of Commons
included, that there need be no fear of obstruction, over-
legislation, partisanship, or any other of the infirmities

that have beset popular assemblies in the oast. In other
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words, we are requested to discard all the lessons of

history in judging of Socialist proposals. By what other

canon is it possible to judge them except the experience
6i the past ? *'What is it that hath been ? The same
thjng that shall be/*

The popular favourite, the Cleon, Gracchus, or Gladstone
of the hour, is ah incident of all democracies. Peoples
have their favourites as well as kings. The favourite of a
Social Democracy would be a very formidable personage.
The lives, liberties, and property of all would be in his

hands. It is the way of the multitude in politics to over-
look principles which they cannot understand or see the
application of, and stand by persons who excite their

enthusiasm and sympathy. To these persons they blindly
commit the management of concerns, as the roi faineant
of old Prankish times left everything to his Mayor of
the Palace ; or as our large-tongued James committed him-
self and his kingdom to "Doggie Steenie." IVe want
Beaconsfield, or We want Gladstone, is the only cry they
understand at an election. But this devotion to what our
forefathers in Cromwell's time called "The Single Person"
looks ominous for popular liberty. If ever in the Socialist

State a Fighting Gild—in other words, a standing army

—

shall rise up by the side of the other gilds, the people
m.ay find some day that they and all their capital have
passed into the ownership of a military despot. Seneca
wrote in the reign of Nero : "All things come under the
imperial control of the prince, but they lie under the
ownership of individuals." The end of the new common-
wealth may be that all things are Caesar's. Ere that con-
summation is reached, faction-fights between contending
rivals for popular favour will have rent the republic.

6. MORAL DIFFICULTY OF SOCIALISM.

So much for political difficulties. They have been the

difficulties of democracies in past times, and Socialism
will not be exempt from them. Rather, as being the

most democratic of democracies, it will experience them
in an aggravated form. There remains a moral difficulty

peculiarly incident to the constitution we are now con-

sidering. The only source of private wealth here will be
wages. That is to say, wages will be. the only la^yful

source: but it is not to be expected that the greed of

having, and the dislike of working, will be extinguished in

the heart of man. On the contrary, when wealth by the
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force of law and public opinion is made a mere thing to

squander and enjoy, men will first scrape together a little

wage, then quit work altogether and spend their earnings
wildly; then come back with less inclination than before
to work, agitate for higher wages, abuse their foremen,
rant and cabal in the Assembly, steal the wages of a more
industrious neighbour, embezzle the gild-money ; or they
will borrow at usury, as gamblers contract their debts in

disregard of legal sanction, from some canny workman
who will let them have part of his wages for a considera-
tion. Men will have no great concern to hoard up wa^^es
for their children; for the State will take the child almost
entirely off the parent's hands, and provide a career for

him. Saving money for commercial gain is certainly not
the noblest motive that a man can have for suppressing
his spendthrift and riotous appetites : yet it is a motive,
and one which poor humanity can ill afford to lose. That
motive is flung aside and lost by Socialism.

7. THE PROLETARIATE.

There is an ugly foreign word, unknown to our fathers,

that Socialists now use as a watchword, the Proletariate.

It means the people who have nothing but their labour
to live by, and who give birth to children as poor as them-
selves. Socialism promises to be the enfranchisement, aye,

the enthronement, of the Proletariate. But Socialism
once established would witness the speedy development of

a Proletariate within the Proletariate thus ennobled and
crowned. In the days when the workmen are to have all,

and all are to be workmen, there will grow up in the vitals

of this new society a class of drones, of workmen who
have gone to the bad

;
degraded, debauched, and dissolute

creatures, whom no gild will employ, and who have no
mind to belong anywhere where work is to be done.
People like these

—
"stinging drones" Plato calls them

—

are, in countries like England and France at present,

systematically coerced and kept under by force, the doing,
Socialists say, of the bourgeoisie. But in the new republic

to come they will be emancipated, on the principle that

one man is as good as another : so they will sway from side

to side like unsecured cargo in the hold of the political

vessel. Their votes in the Assembly will be bidden for

by the political adventurer, the Clodius of the future : one
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day they will shout for a Clodius, and another for a

Caesar. This is the revolution that is preparing in the

womb of the Revolution itself.

It may be said that Socialism will disfranchise these

drones, every man that will not work, and treat them as

criminals. But that would be to make labour obligatory,

an intention which at least some modern Socialists dis-

claim. Besides, once disfranchisement sets in, many may
be found to deserve it.

& THE IRON LAW.

The right and left arm of Socialism in argument are
Karl Marx's Theory of Value and Lassalle's Iron Law
of Wages. We will deal with the Iron Law first. There
is a certain level of wages, the lowest that is sufficient to

enable a workman to live and work, and leave children

behind him to go on working when he is dead. If wages
sink below this level, numbers of workmen die: and the
scarcity of labour in the market brings wages up again to

their normal level. If that level is exceeded, more children

are born to working people, and more live; thus in time
the labour-market is glutted and wages sink. The conclu-
sion is that, as things are, the lot of the labouring classes

can never be permanently improved; they and their chil-

dren have nothing to hope for but a bare subsistence
; they

are iron-bound in toil and penury. Whence the further
conclusion is drawn, that the labouring classes must break
up the established order and the distinction between labour-
er and capitalist.

The Iron Law professes to state things as they must
be. The first verification of such a statement is by com-
parison with things as they are. The law lays it down
that, speaking generally, it is impossible for a workman
to raise himself above his position, or for a workman's
child under normal conditions to come to be better off

than his father. But workman is a generic name like

animal; there are workmen and workmen, animals and
animals, one species above another. Thus the son, re-

maining a workman, may yet belong to a higher grade
than his father. There are more instances of this than
the Iron Law will allow; more instances, too, of work-
men becoming capitalists in a small way. But, it will

be said, the generality of workmen do not rise; and for
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one that rises, there are two that sink into destitution.

It may be so, in bad times ; but the fact of many better-

ing themselves proves that Lassalle's law is overstated.

Lassalle's estimate of the growth of population has
also been challenged. There are notoriously more births

among the indigent than the well-to-do classes. But if

we count, not births, but the increase of able-bodied men
and women, and they are the people to work, it does
appear that such increase is promoted by increased com-
fort. True, there is the school of Malthus and Mill at

hand, recommending to the prosperous workman the

preventive check. But I have no mind to turn Lassalle's

flank by that means. One good point about Socialists is

that they generally abhor it.

A more valid objection is the very loose meaning
assigned to the term bare subsistence. If the term is

taken literally, the Law is in contradiction with manifest
facts. Hard as it the lot of thousands of working people,

and miserably insufficient as is their pittance, still it can-
not be pretended that the average working-man and his

family live on the very brink of starvation. Understand
by working-man here all who are in any way living on
wages, for the Law must apply to all. Things are not
so bad as that. Socialists themselves explain that what
they call bare subsistence must be taken with a certain

latitude. It includes more in Queen Victoria's reign than

it did in Queen Anne's. It means more for an English-

man than for a Coolie. So the term may be stretched

until it comes to signify quite a comfortable existence;

and when the limit is reached, the workman need
no longer complain of the Iron Law. It depends in some
measure on the workmen themselves to keep wages up
towards this limit. This has been the object of the Trades
Unions, an object not unsuccessfully pursued. There are

always two limits to wages, a superior and an inferior.

The superior limit is the utmost that masters can afford

to give; the inferior is the least that workmen can afford

to take. If the superior limit is passed, the master closes

his business : if the inferior limit is not attained, the work-
man dies of slow starvation. Where labour is very unpro-
ductive, the superior limit falls down upon the inferior:

where the productiveness of labour generally is very great,

the superior limit rises high above the other. . That is

the workman's opportunity. Then let him combine with
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his fellows to ask a high price : the master can afford it.

Then he may live and flourish, and snap his fingers at the

Iron Law.
That Law, then, contains a considerable exaggeration

of the facts between master and workman as they are,

and still more, a^ they might be. The Law is framed
upon a view of labour that capitalists sometimes take,

and yet a most mistaken and pernicious view. The
view is this. Suppose I have two workmen working for

.Tie for five days in the week at £45 a year each. I find

that I can get Coolies to do the work at £30 a year each.

I am supposed to be doing the ordinary and correct

thing in discarding my previous workmen and taking

the Coolies. The principle that I act on here is that of

buying my labour in the cheapest market. The principle

works very cruelly for the labourer. It is indeed an Iron
Law binding him to misery. I hope to show at greater

length hereafter that it is a false principle. There is an
essential personal relationship between master and man

;

they are not lik i buyer and seller in a shop. The master
does not clear his conscience by paying his man a mini-
mum competition wage, and doing no more for him. But
of that anon. Meanwhile the master of the Coolies is

worth pursuing. Suppose I act on higher principles, and
retain my workmen at £45 each; but my neighbour em-
ploys Coolie labour : the consequence is that he can offer

his goods in the market cheaper than mine. I cannot
expect the purchaser in the market to buy otherwise than
by cheapness, where equality is equal : there is no per-
sonal relationship between him and me. Thus I lose by
my virtue, or rather, by the want of similar virtue in my
neighbour. The remedy seems to lie either in the Coolies
combining with the other workmen to ask one price with
them, or in Government protecting its own workmen, and
keeping Coolies out: though that is hard on the Coolies,
if they are to starve at home. The combination among
the workmen seems best. But then high wages mean long
prices : thus the less in any case seems ultimately to fall

on the consumer, that is, the workman himself. Bread,
for instance, will be dearer, if agricultural labourers are
to be better paid. If the workman himself needed to pur-
chase every sort of commodity that he helps to produce,
he certainly would lose as purchaser at higher prices what
he earned as labourer at high wages. But the workman
heeds perhaps hardly more than one in ten of the various
sorts of the things on which his labour is spent. There
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are endless articles of luxury that he never need buy. The
increased price of these articles would be no loss to him.
On such articles he would have the gain of increased
wages without any counterbalancing loss. His profits in

this way would enable him easily to meet the somewhat
increased prices of necessaries, an increase which for various

reasons would not, or need not be, at all considerable.

9. KARL MARX'S THEORY OF VALUE.

But the right arm of Socialism, as I have said, is Karl
Marx's Theory of Value. He presupposes the distinction

between worth, or value in use, and value in exchange, or

market-value. The worth of a thing is the esteem which
its possessor has of its utility to him. Thus the con-
venience of being ferried across a river, thereby saving
a seven miles' walk when I am short of time, has a
worth in m)i eyes equal perhaps to £i. The market-
value of that same passage, the ferry being a public one, is

Td. Value in exchange is measured by the commercial
price of any article, or of a service rendered. Hence-
forward, when I speak of value, I mean value in ex-
change. Karl Marx, then, reasoned thus. The value of
a commodity, he said, is the amount of human labour
that has been put into it. Take, for instance, a regimental
coat. There was, to start with, a sheep, a work of nature

;

but the shepherd laboured to reai' and feed it, and to shear
it : there was the carriage of the wool, the dyeing it, the
manufacture of it into cloth, the tailoring. There has
been large use of machinery in these processes, but the
machines were made by man. The value of the coat is

all this labour added together, all the human labour that
such a coat involves. Moreover, Marx goes on, the value
of labour,—the labour of labour, he might put it—is the
time that it takes a man to do it. Thus the value of the
coat is the amount of man's time that has been spent in

making it. It is obvious to object that at that rate the
slower the workman, the more valuable the work. Marx
replies that by time we must understand the time which
an average workman would take over the task.

I waive for the present another objection with Marx's
reply to it, and proceed to show how this theory is pur-
sued to the destruction of capital. Suppose we have be-

fore us a consignment of five thousand regimental coats,
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fresh from the premises of Messrs. X. Y. Z., military

tailors and outfitters. The coats are of considerable

value : that is, they represent not a little of man's time
spent in making them. Who created that value? The
men, it is answered, whose time and labour has been
spent, and is contained as it were jellified in those coats.

But who are those men ? X. Y. Z. ? Not a bit of it. Y.
and Z. are away perhaps boating on Lake Lucerne ; and
X. has not been on the premises more than two hours a

day, and has never laid a finger on the coats in any stage

of their manufacture. The men who created that value are

other workmen going before, and finally the workmen or

"hands" of Messrs. X. Y. Z. But now who will pocket
the price, the equivalent of that value? Messrs. X. Y. Z.

will take it, and divide into three portions. With one
they will pay for the raw material and machinery : one
will be paid to their workmen as wages : the third portion,

not the least of the three, they will put into their own
pockets, and on it live in luxury, doing no work, creating
no value, but consuming the lives and devouring the
labours of other men. Messrs. X. Y. Z. are capitalists.

That third portion which they take to themselves is

termed "surplus value." Karl Marx proposes to abolish
Messrs. X. Y. Z., and distribute that surplus value among
the hands that created it, the workmen.

It is time to go back upon the objection that we waived
just now. A carver in wood spends his time in turning
out wooden imitations of cakes of Brown Windsor Soap.
In ten days, working eight hours a day, he has turned out
two hundred of these wooden tablets. No ordinary carver
could have done the job in less. The man goes about to
sell his products and can find none to buy them. In vain
he relates how long he took to make them, and babbles of
labour-jelly and Karl Marx: the public will not have them.
They are no use. This brings Marx down to saying that

by labour he means socially useful labour, or what society
esteems such. Here is a vast alteration of the theory.
Value, which has been all reduced to labour and time, is

found to contain a totally different element, social utility.

So the value of labour itself is not the mere labour and toil

of it, not the mere time it took, or would have taken an
average man ; but the issue or outcome of the labour to
society is an important factor in its value.

It further appears that there are various orders of
labour, some more useful to society than others, and there-
fore more valuable, time for time. In other words, we
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must consider the quality of labour, not merely the quan-
tity. The attempts to reduce labour of high quality, or
the best skilled labour, to quantity by referring it to the
time spent in education or apprenticeship, is futile and
absurd. Lord Wellington drove the French out of the
Peninsula in something like three or four years : how
long would it have taken an ordinary soldier, with Arthur
Wellesley's education, to do the like? How long would
the Duke of York, of Walcheren celebrity, have taken
to do it ? As in war, so in medicine, literature, engineering,
politics, business management, art, there are men whose
labour is quite incommensurable with the labour of their

fellows. There are born aristocrats, a nobility of nature's

own creation. And there is every grade of quality between
one man's labour and his neighbour's, the difference aris-

ing partly from natural endowment, partly from advantages
of position. Thus the little finger of Caesar or Crassus is

thicker than the loins of Dromo : half-an-hour of Caesar's

thought does what Dromo could not do in weeks, perhaps
not in centuries. So blind, so misleading, so outrageously
neglectful of the facts, is this conceit of reducing all

value to labour, and all labour to time.

To return to Messrs. X. Y. Z., their "hands," and the
regimental coats. These coats are valuable, not merely
as representing a certain amount of labour, but as being
tolerably well adapted to meet a public need. But who
thought of adapting them? Who foresaw the need and
was forward to meet it? Who set up the machinery,
improved and perfected it, bought up the raw material,

got together the workmen, inspected and controlled them?
All this is the doing of capitalists, not of the hands. It

is not hand-labour, but it is labour of the highest social

utility. Unless this be done, all the labour of the work-
men is of no use at all, and has no value. So I have
seen four horses dragging a load of timber up the slope
of a hill, straining and bending to the weight, and by their

side at his ease walked a man urging the animals with
low cries : the horses carted the timber, but the man carted
it, too, the former as physical causes, the latter in the way
of mental and moral causation ; and as the man would
have been helpless to move the timber without the horses,
so the horses without the man would never have carried
it to any good end. But it will be urged, the capitalist is

a man and the workmen are men, too : the workmen then
may replace the capitalist. Not if they continue to be
workmen, that is, hand-labourers. You cannot have every
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one working with his hands. There must, as Socialists

allow, be directors, statisticians, managers, whose work is

mental, not manual ; there must be men set aside for men-
tal labour, as others are made over exclusively, this tc

one, this to another narrow province of manual labour.

The labour and use of capitalists, and the value they create,

are proved by the vast bureaucracy which Socialists are
compelled to think of instituting in order to replace them.
It is no more fair to deny the capitalist his profit, and call

it unjust gain, because one has imagined a contrivance tc

work in his stead, than it would be fair of a capitalist to

defraud his labourers of their wages, in view of a dreamy
vision of machinery to come whereby he shall no longer
need them. The present actual creator of social utilities

is to have his reward in the present; the coming man may
look for his at the justice of future generations. It is

only fair to X. Y. Z. to observe that they do not spend al!

the so-called surplus value in living riotously : that is

what Socialists advise workmen to do with the said sur-
plus, when it comes to be distributed amongst them. But
X. Y. Z. capitalize great part of it, and provide for work
and production to come. Their investments are not always
judicious, it is true; but it is generally better to invest than
to squander. More production means of itself higher
wages : and less production, lower wages.

Pressed by arguments like these, Socialists sometimes
change their key, and tell us that at any rate Messrs. X.

Y. Z. are wonderfully well paid for their personal con-

tribution to the value of their goods. As one puts it,

"half the cake is a pretty dear price for overseeing its

baking." But how many capitalists get half the cake, or a

net profit equal to the sum of wages and other working
expenses put together? Perhaps there ought to be higher

wages
;

certainly the capitalist has other duties to his

workmen besides paying them their wages; but it is a law

of nature, from which even the Socialist Commonwealth
will not be exempt, that the superintendent be better paid

than the journeyman baker.

Under the direction of intelligence, labour has vastly

increased the wealth of the world, an increase which

Socialists are never weary of enlarging upon, while they

forget that it is due, not to common labour mereiy, but

also to the intelligence of the capitalist setting common
labour to work under advantageous conditions.
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la THE UNPRODUCTIVE RICH.

Beaten out of their first position, Socialists take up
their second and stronger ground of attack. "Granted
that some capitalists can rightly claim a reward as pro-
ducing causes, for example, a gentleman farmer, or the
managing partner in a factory, or the lessee of a coal-pit,

what shall we say of the young nobleman, who owns this

pit and half-a-dozen others, and who is lounging about
Pall Mall or Rotten Row, with less knowledge of coal

than a housemaid, and with less brains than four-fifths of

the miners? What can we say of him but this, that as

owner of capital he is a capitalist, but by no means a pro-
ducing cause?"

Personally, of course, he is not a producing cause, though
his money is. But what good comes to society of his hav-
ing that money and that exemption from all personal
labour of production? Why this, that such sinecures are

the prizes of the intellectual labour that is thrown into

the work of production. The managing partner, and the

coal-pit lessee aforesaid, toils and moils in the hope that,

before the evening of life, he shall have reached an opu-
lence which shall enable him to spend the rest of his days
exempt from the labour of producing, and moreover to

hand over his store, undiminished by his period of rest,

to his children. His ambition is to found a family in

wealth. He works that his posterity may not have to work
as he does. An ignoble desire, you say : but a potent moral
cause of production.

This second and further good comes from the existence
of a class of unproductive capitalists, that society has
available an array, as it were, of pensioners, who can, and
who as a class do, undertake and perform a mass of minis-
trative duties. Of this class are our Cabinet Ministers,
and our higher Public Service generally, our clergy, au-
thors, scientific investigators, musicians, artists, poets, the
men who refine our taste and brighten our lives. Society
exists not for consumption alone, nor for consumption
chiefly, and quite as little for production alone. Socialists,

who are fond of the fable of the Belly and the Members,
may remember that some organs in the body minister to
higher purposes than those of nutrition and reproduction.

The class, then, of unproductive capitalists is valuable
to society. The drones, who are found in this class, as in

every other class, and well-nigh in every family high and
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low, should be induced to such labour as they are capable

of by public opinion. There is no harm trying to render

their position uncomfortable, even by law, if that can be

done without destroying greater store of good than they at

present idly ^consume. For example, they may be taxed ni

proportion to their laziness and their luxury, if need be:

but they are not a reason for overturning, the whole Social

Beehive, in the hope of building up the comb afresh on
unnatural lines of Socialism.

11. THE HEALING OF LAZARUS.

The first prescription, then, for the healing of the sores

of Lazarus is: Send away the quacks. They are only
going about to heal mischief by mischief. But the sores

remain, and we are not men if we can look upon them
and not burn to find a remedy. There is indeed a school

of physicians, who have watched Lazarus' case for years,

maintaining that his sores will heal in time of themselves,
if left alone. These are the laissez-faire school : their one

^

panacea for all the ills of humanity is Freedom of Contract.

Perhaps these gentlemen also had better be bowed out of
the sick room, to try conclusions in the open air with
their foes, the Socialists, even though freedom of contract
does suffer somewhat by their absence. There is a growing
consensus of doctors and lay-folk about this case, that

"something must be done."
There is no lack of remedies proposed. Temperance,

Thrift, Emigration, National Insurance, Co-operation,
Profit-sharing, all have their advocates, all are good in

their way, none of them is all in all by itself. I have yet

another remedy to add. It is not Charity, as that word
is commonly understood in England. The science and
art of almsgiving must be studied and practiced by chari-

table societies for the relief of the sick and wounded in

the battle of life, who cannot help themselves : but we
do not want all the working classes on the sick list.

We must contrive to have fewer sick and wounded, by
giving the workman a better chance of doing a stroke for

himself. He has higher claims than those of charity on
Jijs employer. There is a virtue which the old schoolmen
called piety: we might English it family-feeling. It im-
ports the habitual love and care which the members of a
family ought to have one for another. Family is from
the Latin familia, by which the Romans understood all
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wno were und^r the paterfamilias, namely, the wife, the
children (called liberi, or free subjects), and the bonds-
itien (servi or famuli, literally the doers, or workers,
whence the name familia, from facio, I do). We need
to have the principle recognized, that workmen are part
of the family of their employer

;
understanding family in

this wide Roman sense : that he is their paterfamilias; that

between him and them there exists a personal relationship,

the observance of which is matter of the virtue of piety.

Now piety is a virtue that binds with a closer tie than
justice. It is justice to give to another his own. Justice
supposes two terms, the giver and the receiver, mutually
distinct. Therefore no man can be just to himself, strictly

speaking. Nor does hard, fast justice run between those
who are in some sense identified as one moral person, as

between father and son, husband and wife, master and
servant. This is the teaching of Aristotle. If the father

harms the son, or the master the servant, he harms him-
self, a more wicked piece of mischief than is injustice done
to a stranger. This was the personal relationship, the
family connection between master and man, recognized in

theory at least in the ancient world, where there were
slaves ; recognized in the middle ages as the relationshiit

of lord and vassal; and most cruelly discarded in modern
times by the substitution of the conception that finds ex-
pression in the terms employer and hands.
The amendment of principle that we need will appear

from the following facts. One end of London exists in

order to manufacture for the convenience and luxury of

the other. During the season, certain articles come to

be in special request : not that they are necessary at all,

but wealthy people will have them, it is the fashion. Within
easy reach of the places where such goods are manufac-
tured, poor people crowd together in rookeries

;
they must

crowd, for the accommodation in that neighbourhood is

limited, and they must stay in the neighbourhood to take
advantage of the sudden demands for work. They get
the work at literally a starvation wage. Girls are folmd
earning from 4s. to 7s, for a week's toil. Children get

2;^d. for making a gross (144) match-boxes. Then there

is the rent of the rookery to pay, a fourth or even a third

of the earnings. No wonder there are Socialists. How-
ever, the. wojj^ 'is done; the manufacturer gets his proiits;

the We^tXnd shop looks ' gorgeous^ thronged ,by the wAves
and daughters of the nobility ; arid tlie hapless . workers,
no longer wanted, are cast off to look for another job.



Yet their employers have hearts of flesh
;
they hand in a

handsome subscription every Hospital Sunday
;
they will

pule and whine over the cruelties of the vivisectionist and
the mewing of distressed cats. It is only their own flesh

and blood, on whose labour they live and thrive, that they
think nothing at all about, beyond calling for them when
they want to get work out of them, and paying them their

paltry wage. There is no family-feeling here, no care to

inquire where their workpeople live, no visiting them, no
personal knowledge of them, no care how they subsist. If

this is strict justice, at least it is not piety. It is hard
to see how these employers satisfy their obligations be-

fore God. One day they may discover that what was
wanted at their hands was not Bibles for Honolulu, but
a father's care for the men, women, and children who
toiled to make them rich.

The bond of family must be strengthened, and the sphere
of duty of the paterfamilias enlarged. It is the deprecia-

tion of family ties that leads up to the rankest State Social-

ism. To that goal our large Companies, with their agents
and "hands," are unconsciously tending. But the ten-

dency may be arrested, and even Companies become pater-

nal, by wishing it, and by delegating to their various agents
in command of their work-people the office of a father,

not without support of course from the Company's purse.

Thus a station-master might be responsible for the Com-
pany's servants employed under him, not merely as touches
the Company's interest, but for their individual well-being,

short of fussy interference, for there is excess in all things.

It will be said that this taking of workmen within the
family circle will mean their employer spending money
on them over and above the wages that he pays them. A
frightful supposition truly ! Horrible to think of obstacles
being thrown in the way of the amassing of wealth ! Per-
haps the selfishness of the master may find comfort in the
Aristotelian teaching, that he who spends On his work-
people, that is, on his family, spends on himself. Perhaps
he may reflect that his men will work to greater produc-
tion, by being better fed, better housed, less brutal, less

immoral, and more loyal to his person. After all, there
is something beyond mere breath in the "For he's a jolly

good fellow." I fear, however, that the employer who
starts this objection has but a poor idea of the end and
purpose of money-making. Either he regards it as a
means to enjoyment and ostentation, or as an end in itself.

In either case he is a selfish man, a plagiie and embossed
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carbuncle in the flesh of society. Capitalists of this mind

—

sober, respectable men as they are reputed to be—are to

blame for the present and past misery of our labouring
population. If no capitalist is possible except money-
grubbers like these, it is waste of words to argue against
Socialism : the Socialists are right, and Capital stands con-
demned. The true end of money-making is for the good
of the man's own family, whereof his workmen count for
part, for the good of his native city or district, and for
the good of his country. Whoever does not appreciate the
motto, Non sibi sed patriae, is unworthy of a high position
amongst mankind.

But, in these present evil days at least, it will be urged,
it is all that the masters can do to keep out of the bank-
ruptcy court: if they spend any more on their workmen,
they will be clean ruined. One thinks Macduff's keen in-

quiry, "Dost thou say all?" All these cotton-spinners who
rent the parks of decaying noblemen, all these provision-
dealers who dress their wives in diamonds, all employers
of labour who find money to fling away in the extrava-
gances of the London season, who yacht in the Mediter-
ranean, and fish in Norway, and buy up art-treasures in

Italy—all will be ruined by an increase of attention and
expenditure bestowed on the poor who are the props of
their fortunes ! There certainly ^re capitalists whose backs
another straw would break, and who are not in a position

to treat their workmen handsomely : these petty potentates
in due course of nature must perish from the ranks of
Capital. It is much more certain that they will perish than
that their wealthier brethren will awake to a sense of
their duty. The times are unfavourable to small undertak-
ings. Too many moneyed men have taken up the position

of employer, attracted by the profits, and not thinking of

the responsibilities ; now the profits are gone, and they
must go. The burden of employership must rest on
broader shoulders.

Hobbes, in the frontispiece of one of his works, exhibits

the bust of a human figure, whose head, breast, and shoul-
ders are made up of men packed together. We may take
this for a figure of a Co-operative Society. Co-operation
may open a great future at once to the small capitalists and
to the working-man. It has certain drawbacks, notably
the difficulty of getting good managers ; still the cause
looks hopeful. Even more hopeful still is Profit-sharing,
which gives workmen a direct interest in the profits which
Ul^r labour helps to produce. The effect hence anticipated
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IS to make "mdustrial divisions vertical, not horizontal,"

the workman's interest being "bound up with those of his

employer, and pitted in fair competition against those of

other workmen and employers."
Proposal has been made of a law declaring employers

of labour responsible for the decent housing of their work-
men. It has been suggested that Government and the rail-

way companies should set an example in this matter of

housing. The law were well made, if it would work.
But I am not so much concerned here with laws as with
those lines of natural duty which are the guide of all wise
legislation. This, however, may be said, that we must not
have over much fear, by hampering capitalists, of driving

capital to other lands. Capital can do nothing without
Labour, and labourers, if they are wise, will stand to-

gether in agreement to work where they are treated as

sons, and nowhere else.

It is undeniable that a closer union of Capital and
Labour will give the capitalist what is called "a pull upon
his workmen." The firmer every employer holds by the
men whom he has got, and the more they approximate to

a partnership with him, the more grievous will be a dismis-
sal, and the harder it will be for a man once dismissed to

find another master to take him up. He will be like a
disinherited child. It is hard finding a second father.

This will strengthen the hands of the capitalist, but it is

only fair that he should find his advantage in the im-
proved order of things as well as the workman. The
system as worked at present is ruining them both. The
gains of the capitalist will be an increase of authority and
influence over his men, and work done with more intel-

ligence, interest, diligence, economy, and care, more loyally,

conscientiously, and thoroughly.
Flattery of the lower orders is as base and mischievous

as flattering of kings. It is plain truth to tell, and whole-
some to hear, that the great multitude of the poor, who
are always with us, have a choice to make, an alternative

dictated by nature, between misery joined to independence
on the one hand, and comfort along with dependence on
the other. In the present deplorable state of society a third

alternative widely obtains, to wit, abject misery and
dependence conjoined. But if ever the good time comes
when employers as a body shall take up an attitude of
fatherly piety toward their men ; shall abstain from gains,

the outcome of paying a starvation wage, shall see to the
housing of their people, shall visit them, know them, and
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be proud of their bright happy faces, as of the young olive-

plants about their own table : if ever this shall come to

pass, it can only be by the workman assuming a reciprocal

attitude towards his employer, an attitude of respect, love,

and loyalty, and a readiness to consider his master's opin-

ions—in fact, obedience without servility and deference
short of blind worship. The employer cannot be a father,

where the employed will not behave like a son. A grown-
up son, if you like, and emancipated from paternal domin-
ion, but a son for all that, mindful of the Commandment,
"Honour thy father." The old song must no more be
heard, "I care for nobody," with its doleful addition, "and
nobody cares for me." The workman must put away at

once the pride of independence and the grief of the cast-

away. Leo XIII. has said of the rpen of the present genera-
tion : "Nothing annoys them so much as obedience."
The saying holds good of all classes. But working men
must learn to obey as they hope to thrive. Alas! which
i3 to begin first, the master's piety or the man's obedience?

12. AUGURY OF THE FUTURE.

It is presumptuous to prophesy, but one ma.y hazard a
guess as to the distribution of wealth in the future. First,

then, there will be large private capitalists, with or with-
out profit-sharing. These will be incorporated frequently
in wealthy companies. Small capitalists standing by them-
selves will grow fewer and fewer. There is too much
fixed capital in such hands at present; they are unable to

use it. Hesiod of old sang:

"Small craft praise and admire, but stow thou thy wares
in a large ship."

So it is, that trade is entering into waters where nothing
will float but either large argosies or large flotillas. Sec-

ondly, there will be individuals of small means, half capi-

talist and half workman, banded together in common enter-

prises of Co-operation and Profit-sharing. Thirdly, most
wonderful event of all, there will be large municipal or
communal property, mills, mines, stores, land, and particu-

larly workingmen's dwelling-houses. Local government in

those days will be vastly developed, and great part of the

total taxation will be under municipal control. In that

day, the working man will have the shrewdness to per-

oeive» that it is much more his interest to have a potent
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voice in th< management of municipal affairs than in the

government of the empire. Municipal capital, therefore,

will be fairly controlled by the workers : it will not be

mere matter of bourgeoisie jobbery. The men employed
in the corporation works will live in the corporation dwell-

ing-houses. The liberal treatment they receive, so to speak,

at their own hands, will compel all private employers and
companies, if they mean to find men to work for them,
to treat their workpeople well, and especially to see them
well lodged. But this is Socialism? No, it is not. Social-

ism allows of no private capital whatever. I look forward
in ages to come to see private capital and communal capi-

tal working side by side in amicable and advantageous
competition, the presence of either operating as a correc-

tive to the peculiar abuses to which its rival is liable.

English Socialists are grown greatly in love with the

Post Office. They never tire of pointing to that institution

as a model of excellence attainable in all concerns, once
they shall have passed under State ownership. But the Post
Office is a State concern abetting multitudinous private

enterprises. State concerns may yet be multiplied, and
private enterprises absorbed, it is difficult to predict to

what extent, but experience does not warrant us in con-
cluding that any branch of the public service will flourish,

if private concerns are all merged in the commonwealth.
Our experience is of public and private enterprise, or col-

lectivism and individualism, flourishing both together apd
bearing fruit on the same stock. It is to be noted, more-
over, that the Post Office is a monopoly which cannot be
disturbed by American or other competition. The postal

trade at least can never leave these shores while the inhabi-

tants remain ; and the artificial needs of modern life will

never allow it to grow slack.

13. NEED OF MOTIVE POWER FROM ABOVE.

In considering this or any other sketch of arrangements
contemplated, we must stand on our guard against what
is perhaps the master delusion of Socialism; I mean the

idea that any imaginable constitution of society whatever
has virtue enough in itself to render oppression impossible.

Happiness and good order do not spring from mere en

Vironment. Perhaps it is their habitual conversation in

mills and workshops that helps Socialists to imagine thai

human well-being might be manufactured like any other
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product, could we only erect the requisite machinery. Give
a man, they say, an interest in the interest of his fellows;

let him find himself benefited in the common good ; and he
will remain indeed selfish as before, hut his selfishness

will work no harm, it will all turn to the good of the com-
munity. In being selfish he will be public-spirited. He
will commit no crime against society, simply because he
will be beyond the reach of temptation. How can a man
steal, who abounds in bread? or commit adultery, where
there is every facility for divorce? or be idle, when by
wages he must live? or perjure himself, when he believes

in no God? or commit murder, when every man he meets
is his partner and help-mate? Hbw indeed? Shrewd old

Aristotle has an answer to the point, which I think worth
quoting with some adaptation here

:

"It is not only for the necessaries of life that men com-
mit crime, for which Socialists think to find a remedy in

the confiscation of capital, so that people may not turn
highwaymen for cold or hunger; a further temptation is

the longing to get gratification and appease desire. For
if people have a desire of something beyond the neces-
saries of life, they will commit crimes to satisfy that crav-

ing. Nay, they will form to themselves artificial desires,

that they may have gratification without paying for it

by previous uneasiness. . . . As a matter of fact, it is

the superfluities rather than the bare necessaries of life,

which are the motives of the most heinous crimes. Men
do not usurp a kindom to get out of the cold. ... It

is solely as a preventive of petty crimes that the principle

of the Socialist policy is efficacious No doubt
there is a certain advantage in Democratic Socialism as a
safeguard against the rivalry of classes, but it is nothing to

boast of. For in the first place the men of light and lead-
ing, the possessors of ability and ingenuity, will take um-
brage at not being set above the rest as they deserve, and
will turn to attacking the Constitution and sowing sedition.

And, secondly, //i^r^ is no satisfying the greed of human
kind. People are content at first with an allowance of
two shillings, but no sooner is this the constitutional sum
than they claim a larger one, and so on ad infinitum. For
it is of the nature of desire to extend indefinitely, and the
mass of mankind live for the gratification of desire."

Aristotle mentions philosophy as a remedy. Under a
purely natural dispensation philosophy would have been
the guide of life. But in the present order of Providence,
not philosophy but the faith of Christ is appointed to lead
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man to his goal. That goal is beyond this world, that we
may so pass through the good things of life as to arrive at

eternal joys. As things stand, there is no way to those
joys except by faith in Christ. Christian ''godliness is

profitable to all things, having promise of the life that now
is, and of that which is to come." It is a mistake to look
upon Christianity as a necessary institution indeed for

bringing up men for Heaven, but a drawback and disad-

vantage to their temporal estate. Mankind cannot prosper
as a race unless they live for heaven ; and living for

heaven in the actual order of things means Christianity.

There is no other name under heaven given to men but the

name of Jesus, whereby we must be either saved eternally

or rescued from present social miseries. There is no other
love but the love of Jesus Christ,, that can take the selfish-

ness out of man. Demagogues, philanthropists, are all

selfish—they want to advertise themselves, unless the love

of the Crucified has taught them the art of self-suppres-

sion. There is nothing but the vision and hope of good
things beyond this world, that can thoroughly loosen a

man's heart from honour and money and what money can
buy. Bue we need unselfishness and detachment—poverty
of spirit, in fact—that human society as a whole may thrive

and prosper. If a man looks upon intoxicating drink as

the supreme good of humanity, that very persuasion dis-

qualifies him for taking his drink wisely. Part of the
reformation of a drunkard, or of any sensualist, is the
creation in him of higher tastes. But whoever takes the
supreme good to be money whether in the shape of capi-

tal or wages, it matters not—whoever has set his whole
heart on money and its incidents, is as incapable of using
his money well as the drunkard his wine. Whatever we
take to be the supreme good, we want to have as much
as possible "of it for ourselves—the drunkard all the liquor
he can carry; the worshipper of wealth and wages, all

the money and luxuries he can lay his hands on. Both men
are thoroughly selfish : they are unfit co-operators in any
social scheme : they will wrangle and squander, peculate
and revolutionize. I speak of what will occur in the world
generally. Man's nature needs to be spiritualized that we
may deal with temporal goods unselfishly. Never was
there greater infatuation than the Socialist proposal, to
set all mankind a-hungering after material goods alone,
and then to make men up into fraternities and co-partner-
ships, in the fond expectation that they will not rend and
prey upon one another. The survival of the fittest—in
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popular language, the weakest to the wall—fs a stern law
of nature. It works itself out too little checked in the

present capitalist system. It will work itself out under
any system that can be proposed, co-operation, profit-shar-

ing, socialism—except it be counteracted by the further
law of faith, hope, and charity, causing the stronger to

hold their hand. But Socialism rejects faith, hope, and
charity. It levies war alike on Capital and on Christianity.

It has yet to learn that Christianity is the stronger institu-

tion of the two.

14. LESSONS FOR CAPITALISTS AND
CHRISTIANS.

Capital, too, has something to learn : that the heaping
up of wealth by every means not penal in a court of law
is a bad game to play for this world : that employers have
responsibilities about their men beyond the payment of

wages : that riches are placed in private hands for the pub-
lic benefit ; that a man may not do as he likes with his

own : that Lazarus' sores must no longer be left to be
licked by the dogs in the street.

And there are some champions of Christianity who have
this to learn, that the future of the Church is with the

people; not with the ghosts of fallen monarchies, but with
the rough hands and brawny arms of the workman who
now lives and is beginning to reign : that it is high time to

interest themselves about Trades Unions and Co-operative
Shops, thrift and profit-sharing, overcrowding and Social-

ism ; and that if ever again kings are to be nursing-fathers
to the Church, it is the people that must make such kings.
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